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1. Introduction. The present work is divided into two parts. Part I, from

which the title of the paper derives, has to do with the interpretation of

tensor products of measure spaces as spaces of vector valued measures.

Earlier results of the kind discussed here are due to Grothendieck [10], who

showed in a much more general context that Lx(p.) <8>y P = Lx(u,F), the

corresponding space of Bochner integrable mappings, and that l^i1 is

the space of all unconditionally convergent series of vectors in P. Here ¡x

is a Radon measure on a compact Hausdorff space S, P is an arbitrary

Banach space and y and X are, respectively, the greater cross norm and the

least cross norm of Schatten [15]. The spaces Lx(p) (hence lx) can be con-

sidered as spaces of scalar measures and the corresponding vector valued

mappings as vector measures. In the present article we replace Lx(p) and

lx by the dual C'(S) of C(S). The space C'(S) is the space of all regular

Borel scalar measures on S. The first problem is to determine the spaces

of vector measures that correspond to the tensor products C (S) <8>T P and

C'(S)®XF. This is done, in part (Theorems 4.1 and 4.2), with the help of

the theory of vector measures of bounded variation and the theory of

vector measures of bounded semivariation (weak measures in our nomen-

clature). It turns out that, under the resulting identification of tensors with

measures, y corresponds to the total variation and X to the total semi-

variation.

Next we consider the duality of C(S) <g)T F and C(S) <8>A P. As for deter-

mining the dual of C(S) ®* P, we have, because of the relation C(S) ®x P

= C(S,F), that the question reduces to a known Riesz-type theorem [17].

As for determining the dual [C(S) ®T P]' of C(S) ®7 P we have (Schatten

[15]), that this dual is Sf[C(S),F'\ the space of all bounded linear T: C(S)

—*F', and is identified below as a space of vector measures, by means of

an extension of a theorem of Bartle, Dunford and Schwartz [2].

The rest of Part I is devoted to showing how one can apply the theory

outlined above to extend certain results of Grothendieck [10] on the duality

of the tensor products E®yF and E <8>x P, where P and P are Banach

spaces, and to obtain new proofs of two of his theorems.
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Part II is devoted to the discussion of the following problem. An element

of the tensor product P ®T P defines, in a natural way, a bounded linear

U:E'—>F, called (Grothendieck) a nuclear transformation. Suppose that

F has an unconditional Schauder basis. The problem is to characterize all

nuclear transformations U: E' —» P, in terms of the basis. Our results fall

somewhat short of this goal. Instead we give a concrete "basis expansion"

for such nuclear transformations, which yields a necessary condition for a

bounded linear transformation U: E' —> F to be nuclear. This condition can

be applied easily in places where other existing criteria provide little infor-

mation. We show that our characterization is not complete, in the sense

that certain non-nuclear transformations can be represented in the given

manner. In fact we show that a given Banach space P has the property that

the given basis expansion yields only nuclear transformations U: E' —> F

(for arbitrary P) if and only if the basis of P is absolute, i.e., P is essen-

tially ii.
§2 contains some essentially well-known background material on tensor

products. In §3, we attempt to provide a similar background in the theory

of vector valued measures. The main development of the present work be-

gins in §4. The term "scalar" may be interpreted throughout to mean either

"real number" or "complex number." We do not specify either field of scalars

because the distinction is immaterial for our considerations.

Part I. Tensor Products of Functions and Measure Spaces

2. Tensor products. In this section we outline those portions of the theory

of topological tensor products developed by Schatten [15] and Grothendieck

[10] which are relevant to our own work. Grothendieck presented his theory

in the context of general locally convex topological vector spaces. We have

endeavored here to interpret some of his material in the language of Banach

spaces and in the spirit and notations of Schatten.

Let P and P be two Banach spaces. The symbol J¿1.P, P) will denote the

space of all bounded linear T: P —> P. A norm a on the algebraic tensor

product P ® P is said to be a cross norm if, for every x E E and yEF,

aix ® y) = || x || || y ||. P ®„ F denotes the completion of P <8> F with respect

to a. Two specific cross norms are of particular interest. The "least cross

norm" (a misnomer which we perpetuate) X is obtained through the natural

algebraic imbedding of P ® P into i?f(P',P). If under this imbedding

UlE S¿iE',F) corresponds to a tensor

(2.1) í=¿x,®y„

where x,EE and y¡EF, then, for every x'EE',
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(2.2) ITx'= t,(Xj,x')y¡.
;'=i

We now define \{t) = || {/'||. X is a cross norm. The greatest cross norm is

defined by 7(0 = inf][^=i||jE,-|| ||y;-||, where the inf is taken over all repre-

sentations (2.1) of t. 7 is also a cross norm ^ X.

Soon we shall focus our interest on the spaces E <8>y F and E <8>x P, but

for the moment we consider any norm a on E <8> P such that

(2.3) X g a S y.

It follows from (2.3) that a is a cross norm, for if x E E and yEF, then

1*11 IMI = M* ® y) á a(x ®y) = 7(2® y) = |x|| ||;v||. Every tensor ¿GP

®aP  has   a   representation

(2.4) t = ¿ th
*=i

where each tk E E ® P and the series converges absolutely in P ®„ P. This

is established by means of the following standard argument. Since there

exists a sequence tx,T2, ■■■, where each i*££® P, which converges to t with

respect to a, we may assume that a(fA+i — tk) < 1/2* for every k, from which

we get t = tx + X*"-i(¿*+i ~~ **)> which is clearly of the form (2.4).

If a and ß are two norms on E ® P such that 7 ^ a ^ 0 ^ X, there is a

natural mapping 4>£: P <8>0 F—>P <8>„ P. If £ has a representation (2.4) in

P 8)« F, then *f (i) has exactly the same representation as an element of

E <8>„ P. From the definition of X it follows that there is an isometric im-

bedding represented by the inclusion E <8>x P G S^(E', P). From this and the

discussion of #£ it follows that for 7 ^ a ^ X one can assign to any tEE ®„ F

a linear transformation i/'G i^(P',F), given by (2.2) for fGP® F and

by the absolutely convergent series

(2.5) f/=¿r/'*,

if t has the representation (2.4) in E <8>„ P. {/* is compact and continuous

with respect to the weak* topology of E' and the weak topology of P.

Also || U'\\ = \[$£(f) ] ̂  a(0- In the case of a tensor i G E' <8>a P, t/*: P" -> P,

restricted to P defines a bounded linear transformation P—>P which we

continue to designate by U'. Clearly U': E" —> P has the same transforma-

tion norm || LP\\ as Ul: E^F.

The relation a S 7 makes it possible to define an algebraic imbedding

represented by the inclusion

(2.6) {E®aF)'cME,F').
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lít'TEiÉ®aF)' corresponds to TE^iE,F') under this imbedding, we

have, for every t E P ® F,

(2.7) (tJ'T) = £(y},Txj),

if £ is represented by (2.1). For the general t E E ®a P represented by (2.4),

we have (t,t'T) = ^k-iih, *r)- We have

(2.8) a'it'T)z%\\T\\,

where a' is the dual norm of a. We also have the algebraic imbedding

symbolized by the inclusion P'® P' C i?f(P, P'), and represented by ex-

pressions similar to those for U' above. By virtue of the relation a ^ X

we actually have the more refined imbedding represented by the inclusion

(2.9) P'® F C (P ®„ P)' C i/(P,P').

Consequently a' is defined on P' ® P' on which it is a cross norm.

For a = y some of the above formulas become considerably simpler. In

the place of (2.4) we have, for tEE®F,

(2.10) f=¿*j®y,-,

where x¡ E E, y¡ E F and the series converges absolutely in P ®7 P. Also

(2.11) T(0 = inf¿||xy||||y;|,

where the inf is taken over all representations (2.10) of t. The inclusion

(2.6) becomes an identity:

(2.12) (P®,P)'= ^(P,P')

which represents an isometry for the natural norms of those spaces.

A linear transformation U: E' —> P is said to be nuclear (Grothendieck)

if it is of the form U1, for t E P®TP.

More generally U: E—>F is said to be nuclear if it is the restriction to

P C E" of a nuclear transformation P" —> P. No conflict arises, as can be

easily proved, when one considers P' CP"'- The assignment t—* U1 (hence

$y) need not be one-to-one, but it is one-to-one when restricted to the alge-

braic tensor product. For t0E P® P we define

(2.13) At0) = inf7(0,

where the inf is taken for all t E P ®T F such that U10 = U. It is not known

whether r and y are equal, but they may very well be different, since there
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may conceivably exist a tensor tEE<S>yF not in E <8> P such that IP = Vo

and 7(£0) > y(t). At any rate we have 7 ^ t ^ X. Hence r is a cross norm.

We call it the trace norm and E®TF the trace class, since they generalize

concepts with the same names in the work of Schatten. It is not hard to

see that P <8>r P can be identified algebraically with the class of all nuclear

transformations U: E' —» P, that is, 4>* is one-to-one. Also $y is onto. For

every tEE ®7 F, we have also

(2.14) r(í) = inf¿||x;||||y;||,
;-i

where the inf is taken for all representations (2.10) of i££ <%>yF such

that 4>;F= t.

For tensor products of spaces of functions the following two representa-

tions are due to Grothendieck. The equations indicate isometries between

the spaces involved with their usual norms.

(2.15) C(S,F) = C(S)^F

[10, p. 89, Example l].

(2.16) Lx(u,F) = LM®yF

[10, p. 59, Theorem 2]. In (2.15), C(S,F) is the space of all continuous

/:S—>P with the sup norm. In (2.16), Lx(p,F) is the space of all Bochner

fi-integrable f:S—>F. Here, as well as in what follows, S is assumed to be

a compact Hausdorff space.

3. Vector measures. Let S be a compact Hausdorff space, i$(S) the

Borel class of S and P an arbitrary Banach space. For any scalar Borel

measure u on S, we shall denote by p~ its variation measure. We now con-

sider a mapping m: &(S)—>F'. For yEF, we define a scalar valued set

function py by setting ny(A) = (y,m(A)) for A G &(S). We say that m

is a weak* regular F'-valued measure if for every y EF, uy is a regular

scalar valued measure. This concept is closely related to the concept of

P-valued vector measure of Bartle, Dunford and Schwartz [2], which we

term weak regular P-measure. In our setting a weak regular P-measurè is

simply a weak* regular P"-measure with values in FEF". We say that a

weak regular measure m: &(S) —> F' is bounded if ||m(A)|| is a bounded

function of A. It follows from [7, p. 97, Lemma 5] that, if m is bounded,

then

(3.1) I m || = sup Jfy(S) < + 00

where the sup in (3.1) is taken for fly || ^ 1. The space N(S, F') of all bounded

weak* regular measures m: Sè(S) —> F' is a Banach space under the norm
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(3.1), which we call the semivariation of m. The same is true about the space

NS(S,F) of weak regular measures m: &(S)^>F. For these measures, our

notion of semivariation reduces to that of [2]. A measure mENs(S,F) is

not only weakly countably additive, but also strongly countably additive,

hence the subscript s in NS(S, F). The following theorem is an easy extension

of [2, p. 300, Theorem 3.1]. Its proof is omitted.

Theorem 3.1. There exists an isometric isomorphism, symbolized by the

equation

(3.2) ^[C(S),F'] = N(S,F')

in such a way that, if mvEN(S,F') corresponds to VE ¿f[C(S),F'] under

this isometry, then for every <b E C(S),

(3.3) V<b=  f <b(s)dmv.

Let now m E N¡(S, F). For the definition of the (scalar) variation measure

of m we refer the reader to [5]. We denote it by um. We denote by M(S, F)

the vector space of all m E N,(S, F) of bounded variation, i.e., ßm(S) < + ».

The expression um(S) defines a norm on M (S, F) under which it is a Banach

space.

We now borrow a term from Grothendieck [10, p. 104, Definition 6], to

describe a concept, closely related to his, but apparently not equivalent.

We say that a Banach space P is a Phillips space if for every compact

Hausdorff space S, every Radon measure ¡x on S and every bounded linear

transformation T: Lx(n) —»F, there exists a strongly measurable mapping

f:S^F such that esssupses||/(s) || = || T\\  and,  for every $GPi(m),

(3.4) 7> = f <b(s)f(s)dp.

It follows from the discussion in [10] (even when we use the present defini-

tion) that F is a Phillips space if it is reflexive and that F' is a Phillips space

if it is separable. Although a vector measure of bounded variation is abso-

lutely continuous with respect to its variation measure, there does not

exist, in general, a "Radon-Nikodym" theorem relating them. However

the. following theorem is valid for Phillips spaces. It seems to be in the

same spirit, but logically independent of several other theorems already

in the literature. For some of these, see [12, p. 81, Corollary 2], [13, pp. 788-

789, Theorems 5 and 6], and [3, p. 47, Corollary 4].

Theorem 3.2. Let E be a Phillips space and m: !3(S) -^E a regular measure

of bounded variation. Then there exists a strongly measurable mapping gm:

S—>F, with \\gm\\ = 1, identically, so that for every fELx(um,E'), we have
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(3.5) f(dm,fis))=  f <gmis),fis))dum.
Js Js

Proof. For the definition and basic properties of the integral on the left

of (3.5) see [5]. Define T<p = fs<bis)dm, for <b E Lyipm),T: Lyipm) -> P, and

I T|| gl. Since P is a Phillips space, there exists a strongly measurable

gm:S^>E  with   esssupses|£m(s)|| ^ 1   such   that,   for   every   (t>ELyipm),

(3.6) T<b = J <bis)gmis)dum.

Direct substitution shows that (3.5) follows from (3.6) for simple func-

tions fis) =Xíl=iXA,(s)*¿, A¡E @iS) and x[EE'. Then (3.5) can be ex-

tended to every fELyium,E'). It remains to show that ||gm(s)|| = 1 almost

everywhere. If not, for some e < 1 and e > 0 there exists A E -i^(S), with

pmiA) > 0, so that ||gm(s)|| <« for sÇA. Then, for any disjoint decom-

position A = ULiA,, AiE -i^(S), we have

(37) Í\\miA¡)\\=t\\(xAiis)dm   - ¿    f gmis)dum
i=\ i = \\\Js i=y\\JAi

< ¿I'gmis)\\dpmz%epmiA).

From (3.7) and the definition of pm, it follows that 0<Mm(A) z%tumiA),

a contradiction. This completes the proof.

4. Tensor products of measure spaces. The formula (2.1)  for tEC'iS)

® P becomes

n

(4.1) £=ZM;®yj
J-l

where M; EC'(S) and y;E F Formula (2.2) for <t>ECiS) becomes

(4.2) Ut<b = j:y1{ <pis)dN.
; = 1      Js

It has been shown by Grothendieck [10, p. 185, Proposition 41] that C'iS)

satisfies the condition of metric approximation, a matter which will not be

discussed here in detail. For another discussion of this property see [9].

We draw two consequences from this property (see [10, p. 164, Proposi-

tion 36]). One is that C'iS) ®XP can be identified with the space of all com-

pact linear transformations from CiS) into P. The other is that the mapping

$>;.C'íS)®tF->C'íS)®>¡F is one-to-one, i.e., the correspondence  t—»IP,
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tE-C'(S)®yF is   one-to-one.   This   means   that  C (S) ®y F = C (S) ®r F

isometrically.

We are going to study both spaces C'(S)®yF and C'(S)®XF, although

our primary interest is in C'(S)®yF. We do this because there are many

twin results for these spaces. In each pair the result concerning C'(S)®yF

is usually the harder of the two, while the result about C'(S) ®XF is either

easy or in the literature in one form or another. Yet it is educational to ex-

hibit the parallel results together when they occur. It turns out that each of

these tensor products can be identified with a space of vector measures.

Theorem 4.1. There exists an isometry of C'(S) ®XF into NS(S,F) in such

a way that if, under this isometry m'G NS(S, F) corresponds to i G C'(S) ® P,

with representation (4.1), then for AE^(S), we have

(4.3) mt(A) = £,N(A)y1.

// m' corresponds to tEC'(S)®xF with representation  (2.4), then

(4.4) m' = ¿ m'*,
*=i

where the series converges absolutely in NS(S,F). For every <j>E C(S)

(4.5) i/V>=  f<f(s)dm'.

Proof. For i G C'(S)®P, represented by (4.1), m' is well defined by (4.3)

and substitution in (4.5) yields equality readily. We have X(i) = || U'\\ and,

by Theorem 3.1 this norm is ||to'||. For general t£ C'(S)®XF represented

by (2.4) one shows that m' given by (4.4) satisfies (4.5) by the same argu-

ment one uses in establishing the convergence of the series in (4.4).

Theorem 4.2. There exists an isometric isomorphism of C'(S)®yF into

M(S,F) in such a way that, if under this isomorphism, mlEM(S,F) corre-

sponds to ¿G C'(S)®yF, and t is represented by (2.4), then m' is represented

by (AA) and IP by (4.5).

Proof. This theorem is a consequence of Corollary 2, p. 371, of [11]. The

following is a direct proof. Let tEC'(S)®yF. Since tEC'(S)®xF also,

(4.4) defines mlENs(S,F) satisfying (4.5). It follows from (4.4) that

Mmi(S) =7(0- We show the reverse inequality. It suffices to do this for

finite tensors t = ^J=ipj® y¡- Let v be a non-negative regular measure on

S with respect to which every pj is absolutely continuous. There is an isom-

etry T of Lx(v) into C'(S) and functions 4>\,<t>2, ■ ■ ■,<t>nELi(") suchthat

uj = T<bj for every ;'. For every A G &(S),
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(4.6) m'(A) = ¿[ J <J>j(s)dJjyj = f f(s)dv,

where/(s) =J^j=X(bj{s)yj. Let y be the greatest cross norm of Lx{v)<8> F.

Since T is an isometry, for any t E 7i(") ®,F, y(t) ^y(tx), where £x is the

tensor in C'(S)®yF corresponding to t. Then, from (4.5) we get by using

(2.16),

nm'(S) = JV (s) || rf, = 7 (¿ 0; ® y j ) ^ J it) ■

This completes the proof.

Theorem 4.3. A measure m E N,(S, F) is of the form m' for t E C' (S) ®x F

if and only if Vm:C(S)^F, defined by

(4.7) Vm<b= j <b(s)dm

for <t>EC{S), is a compact transformation.

Proof. Taking account of the isometric inclusions C (S) <8>XF C NS(S, F)

G ^[C(S),F], the statement of the theorem can be translated into the

statement that U: C(S) —> F is a compact linear transformation if and only

if U= If for some iGC'(S)®xF.

Theorem 4.4. If F is a Phillips space, then

(4.8) C'(S)®TF=A7(S,F)

isometrically.

Proof. In view of Theorem 4.2, it suffices to show that every m E M(S, F)

is of the form m', for tEC'(S)®yF. So let mEM(S,F). By Theorem 3.2,

there exists a strongly measurable mapping g:S^> F so that ||g(s)|| = 1,

identically and so that, for every f E Lx(um, F'), we have

(4.9) f(dm,f(s))=  ((g(s),f(s))dnm.
Js Js

It follows from (4.9) that for every A G -0(S), m (A) = fAg(s)dpm. Now

gELx(um,F) = Lx(um)®yF. Hence g is defined by a tensor i0G Lx(pm) ®7F

with a representation (2.10) of the form J^>Li0y®y/, (¡>¡ E Lx(um), y;GF.

with X£=ill<Mli lyJ < + °° ■ ^0T eacn J ^ Vj be the regular measure on

S whose Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to um is <bj. Then it is

easy to see that m = m' for i G C'(S) ®TF with a representation (2.10) given

by Z;=iM,'®y;.
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5. Duality of tensor products. In this section we gather a few consequences

of the results of §4 having to do with the duality of P®AP and P®TP. Some

of the results given in this section are due to Grothendieck, but their proofs

as consequences of the above discussion of vector valued measures appear

more natural and elementary. We begin with CiS)®xF and CiS)®yF. By

(2.15) we know that to any tE CiS)®xF corresponds a unique continuous

mapping f':S—>F in the following manner. For tE CiS)®P represented

by

(5.1) f = ¿*,®y>,

4>i E CiS), y j E F, we have for s E S

(5.2) fis) = ¿0;(s)y;,

and for tECiS)®xF represented by (2.4),

(5.3) f'=tf\
k~i

where the series converges absolutely in CiS, F)  and X(í) = fl/'| „. Now

for tECiS)®yF we still have a mapping /', namely the one given by

(5.3) for $yit) ECiS)®>iF. But in this case an explicit expression for t'

is easier to write. It is given, for s ES, by

(5.4) f'is) = Z<Pjis)yj,
/-i

if

(5.5) í=¿*;®y;

is the representation (2.10) of t.

The symbol J"s(fis),dm) has been used up to this point in our discussion,

to denote an integral for fELxipm,F) and mEMiS,F') or for inessential

variations of this setting. Now we need the same integral for / replaced by

/', given by (5.4) and for mENiS,F'). This integral(2) can be given a

meaning as part of a general theory of integration [l]. However, for the

sake of simplicity, let us accept the following equation as a definition:

( )  This integral fs(f\s),dm) is the analogue of the Stieltjes   integral  f f(s)dg(s) for

g continuous and / of bounded variation.
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(5.6) j<f'i8),dm) = EL, ftjWdnS.

Theorem 5.1. There is an isometric isomorphism, represented by the fol-

lowing equation

(5.7) [C(S)®rP]' = AT(S,P')>

such   that   if   mENiS,F')   corresponds   to   t' E\CiS) ®yF\   under   this

isometry, then for every t E CiS) ®y F,

(5.8) (f,i')=  ((fis),dm).
Js

Proof. If we put (2.12) and Theorem 3.1 together, we obtain the rela-

tions [CiS)®yF]' = & [CiS),F'] = NiS,F'). If under these identifications

TE^[CiS),F'] and mENiS,F') correspond to V, we have for every

t E CiS) ®y F, represented by (5.5),

(5.9) vt.O-£<y/,T*i>-  f(fis),dm).
j-i Js

The last equality of (5.9) is obtained from (3.3) in Theorem 3.1 and (5.6).

Theorem 5.2. There exists an isometric isomorphism represented by the

equation

[CiS)®xF]' = MiS,F')

such that if mEMiS,F') corresponds to V E[C(S)®XF]' under this  isom-

etry, then, for any tE CiS)®xF, (t,f) is represented by (5.8).

Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to that of the previous theo-

rem and follows from the corresponding relations CiS) ®x P = CiS, F) (see

(2.15)), and a theorem of Ivan Singer [17] stating that C'(S,F) = Af (S,P'),

where C'iS,F) is the dual space of CiS,F).

Corollary 5.1 (Grothendieck). If F' is a Phillips space, then [CiS) ®XP]'

= C'iS)®yF', isometrically.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem  16 and Theorem  14.

It should be remembered that if F' is separable or reflexive, then it is a

Phillips space.

We now turn to the duality of P®XP in a more general setting. The

proof of the following theorem, which seems to be new, leans heavily on

methods scattered throughout [10 ].

Theorem 5.3. If either E' or F', isay F'), is a Phillips space, then (P®XP)'

= P'®rP',  isometrically.
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Proof. See §2 for the definition and properties of t. We know that E'®TF'

can be identified with the subset of ¿f(E, F') consisting of nuclear trans-

formations. Let t' EE'®yF' and U':E^F' be the nuclear transformation

that corresponds to t'. If t' is represented by

(5.10) f = ¿*;®y;

with x'jEE', y¡E F' and J>i II x'i I bí I < + -. u'' is Siven- for X^E>
by //'x = ^"=i(x,X/)y-, where the series converges absolutely in F'. We

also know that t(í') = inf XAiI*; Il II MII» where the inf is taken over all
representations (5.10) of t'. Let tEE ®F be represented by

(5.11) t=¿xi®yi,

XiEE and y,G F. We set

¿ ¿<x¿,x;><y„y;>
¡-i y-i

-Í(yi,Utxi).
¿=i

It is easy to see that the value of (f, t') is independent of the choice of repre-

sentation (5.10) of t', hence is uniquely determined by If. What is more,

one can easily show that for any representation (5.10) we have |(M')I

â\(t)T/i=i\\xj\\\\y'j\\- Hence \(t,f)\ ^\(t)T(t'). It follows that every t'

G E' ®, F' can be identities with a bounded linear functional on P ® F which

can be extended to a unique bounded linear functional on E®XF and that

when we consider t' as such a functional we have X'(í') ^ r(t'). We will have

completed our proof when we have shown that every bounded linear func-

tional on E®XF is given by (5.12) and that X'(i') ^ r(f). We proceed to

do this.

Let S be the solid unit sphere of P' under the weak* topology. Since each

x G P can be considered as a scalar valued function on S, it is possible to

imbed P®XP isometrically in C(S,F) = C(S)®XF. The formulas for this

imbedding can be written down as follows. Let

n

(5.13) f = 5>;®y¡>
¿=i

where *, G P, y¿ G F. To t we assign the mapping f':S^F given, for *' G S,

by

(t,n
(5.12)
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(5.14) f'ix')=Z(x„x')yi.
i=i

If t G P®x F is represented by (2.4) then we define /' by means of (5.3) and

(5.14). It is easy to see that the assignment £<->/' is an isometry of F®XF

into C{S,F). Let now f E (P®XF)'. By the Hahn-Banach theorem, there

exists a unique q' E C'{S,F) so that ||ç'|| = X'(t') and (t.f) = (f',q') for

every tEE®xF. Under our hypothesis (Corollary 5.1) we have C'(S,F)

= C'(S) ®TF'. It follows that q' can be identified with a tensor with repre-

sentation

(5.15) <7' = ¿M,®y;,
;'=i

where JjLiHj(S)\y¡\ < + <*>. Then, for tEE®F, represented by (5.13)

we have

(5.16) (Í, t') = ¿  ¿ <yüy'j) f (x,, x') dpj(x').
; = 1    . = 1 JS

Let now

(5.17) x] =  fx'duj(x').
Js

Then

<u') = ¿ ¿<*»*;>(y..y'i)-
j=l í=l

Since Z,=i||xy|| ||y/1| £2j-ißj(S)\yJl < + », we see that f arises from the

tensor ¿f=i*;® y'¡ E E'®rF'. Consequently the imbedding of E'®,F'

into (P®XF)' described in the first part of this proof is onto. It remains

to show that X'(r') ^ r(t'). Since any representation (5.15) of q' yields a

corresponding representation of t', we have y(q') ^ r(t'). Then X'(t') = y(q')

^ At').    Q.E.D.

Corollary 5.2 (Grothendieck) . If either E' or F' satisfies the condition

of approximation of Grothendieck (see §4) and if either E' or F' is a Phillips

space, then (P®XF)' = E'®yF', isometrically.

Proof. From the fact that one of the spaces E' and F' is a Phillips space,

it follows by Theorem 5.3 that (P®XF)' = P'®rF', isometrically. Our pres-

ent corollary follows from the fact that if one of the spaces E' and F' satis-

fies the condition of approximation, then E'®yF' = P'®TF', isometrically

(see §4 for details).
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Part II. Tensor Products of Spaces with Schauder Bases

6. Unconditional Schauder bases. Let Í2=|y¿,yí¡, yiEF, y\EF', be

a biorthogonal system. We say that fi defines an unconditional (Schauder)

basis for P if for every yEF,

(6.1) y = i>,yOy;
¿=i

and the series on the right of (6.1) converges unconditionally. For a general

discussion of bases and of unconditional convergence consult [4, Chapter

IV]. For a discussion of bases of tensor products see [8]. Let Í2' = {yí,y¡},

and consider each y, as an element of F". Í2' does not in general define a

basis for P' in the ordinary sense, but it does define what we shall call a

weak* basis for P', which will quite suffice for our purposes. By this we

mean that for every y'EF',

(6.2) y = *Z(yl,y')yí,
¿-i

where the infinite series converges in the weak* topology. This type of

convergence is signified by the star next to the = sign. We say that the

norm of P is basic with respect to $2 if it is given, for every yEF, by

(6.3) ||y»=8up¿|(y,yí)||<y¡,y'>|,
í=i

where the sup is taken for all y' EF', ||y'|| g 1. Similarly we say that the

norm of P' is basic with respect to Ü' if, for y' EF', ||y' | is given by the sup

on the right of (6.3) for all y E F, || y || £ 1. It is not hard to see that the norm

of P is basic with respect to tt if and only if its dual norm is basic with respect

to 0.'. It is also easy to verify that the standard Schauder bases for c0, lp,

1 z% p < + oo, and any orthonormal basis of separable Hubert space are un-

conditional bases and that the norms of each of these spaces is basic with

respect to the corresponding biorthogonal system. Actually the main result

of this section states that for any Banach space P, for which fi defines an un-

conditional Schauder basis, its norm can be replaced by an equivalent norm

which is basic with respect to Q. To prove this result we utilize some of the

properties of ly®kF. Perhaps a proof can be given without the use of tensor

products, but the present proof is more in keeping with the spirit of this

work and some of the required properties of ly®xF have some intrinsic

interest.

It has been shown by Grothendieck [10, pp. 90-92] that the space ¿i®xP
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can be identified with the space %(F) of all unconditionally summable

P-sequences, i.e., all sequences ux,u2, •••,U¡EP, so that all permutations

of the series ^,=iU, converge to some element of P. The following lemma

gives an explicit expression for X in this case.

Lemma 6.1.  Let t = \uy,u2, ■ ■■ \ E ^(P) = h®xF.  Then

(6.4) A(f) = sup¿ | <u¡,y'> |,
¿=i

where the sup is taken for all y' E F', with \\y'\[ ^ 1.

Proof. By definition, the inclusion ¿i®xPC ^(L,P) is an isometry. It

follows from the definition of U' (see (2.5)) that, for S/'= \oy,o2, ■■■ j E'=»

= ilyY, f7'^=^r=i<r¡"i. Then, taking all sups for all y' E F', \\y'\\ èl,
and all Sf, with every |<r¡| ^ 1, we have

X(i) = sup«fJ,^||= sup(L/'^y') = sup ¿a, <«;,/>

(6.5)

^sup^|(u¡,y')l-
¡=i

To show the converse inequality we note that each |(u,,y')| = <r;(u¿,y'),

for suitable o¡ with |<r;| =1. If S/~= \oy,o2,- ■■ \ then XXil ("i>y')l

= (U'Sf,y') zi\it). From this and (6.5)  we obtain (6.4).

Theorem 6.1. If ü defines an unconditional Schauder basis for F, then

there exists a norm of F, basic with respect to Q, which is equivalent to the

original norm of F.

Proof. We define a linear transformation, T: F—> ̂ (P) by Ty

= I (y>yi)yi.(y>y2>y2, ••• }, for yEP represented by (6.1). Clearly T is an

algebraic open isomorphism. We show that TiF) is a closed subspace of

%iF). Suppose that t' = Ty1, and that the sequence i1, t2, ■ ■ ■ converges

to some f= \uy,u2, ■■• j E^iF).   It can be easily seen that, for every i,

|",-<y,yOy|| áx(í-n->o

as;'—» co. Consequently for every i, u, = 0¿y, for some scalar 8¡, and t = Ty

for y = £,\Li0¿y¿. Hence TiF) is closed. By the open mapping theorem T

is a homeomorphism. We now define, for every yEF, \\y\\a = \iTy). It is

easy to verify that || ||n satisfies (6.3) and is basic with respect to fi. It is

equivalent to || ||. This completes our proof.

Compare || ||H with a similar norm obtained in [4, p. 73, Theorem l].
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7. Tensor products of spaces with unconditional Schauder bases. We are

now ready to investigate further the tensor product E®yF in the case in

which F has an unconditional Schauder basis. Suppose that Í2 = | y„ y¡ \

is as in §6 and defines such a basis for P. In view of Theorem 6.1 one can,

and will, without loss of generality, assume that the norm of P is basic with

respect to Q. It follows that the dual norm is basic with respect to 0'.

It is well known [14] that any compact linear transformation with range

in P can be approximated uniformly by linear transformations of finite rank.

This means in the terminology of Grothendieck that P satisfies the condition

of approximation. From this we can draw two consequences that are impor-

tant in what follows (see numbers 3 and 4 of the corollary on p. 168 of

[10]). One is that E®XF can be identified with the space of all compact

linear transformations of E' into P that are continuous with respect to the

weak* topology of P' and the weak topology of P. The other consequence

is that the mapping $y: E®yF—>E®XF is one-to-one. Consequently E®,F

= E®yFEE®xFE^(E',F). Now we know that, for every tEE®yF,

IP is a compact transformation. However it seems to be a very difficult

problem to determine just which compact transformations are nuclear, i.e.,

of the form IP, t G E,®y P. The next theorem gives a partial answer under the

assumptions of this section. We begin with some preliminary material.

Let U: E' —> P be a bounded linear transformation which is continuous

with respect to the weak* topology of E' and the weak topology of P. For

each i, the expression (Ux',y¡), x' G E' defines a weakly* continuous linear

functional on E', hence an element x¡ of P, such that

(7.1) (xl,x') = (Ux',y[).

This yields the following representation for U,

(7.2) Z/x' = ¿<x;,x')y„
¡=i

In particular, for tEE®yF, IP has a representation (7.2).

Let now t G E®yF. Then, as in §2, we have

(7.3) t=¿uj®vJ

with Uj G P and v¡ E F for every j, with

(7-4) ¿IKIIINI < + -.
i-i

Then, for every tEE®yF, LP (see (2.5) above) is given by
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(7.5) Ifx'= Y,(Uj,x')Vj
i-i

for every x' G P'-

Lemma 7.1. Let tEE®yF be represented by (7.3). Then, for every i, the

series in

(7.6) Xi = ¿{Vj,y¡)u}

converges absolutely and defines the elements xx, x2, ■■■ that appear in the repre-

sentation (7.2) of If.

Proof. In (7.6) we have £f_,| (uhyi)\ \u¡\ á|M| Z,=ilNI |»;| < + -,
by (7.4), from which absolute convergence of the series in (7.6) follows. To

verify the representation (7.3) by means of (7.6) we see (refer to (2.10)

above) that, for x' E E', (lfx',y¡) = J^-i("/»*') (vj>yi) = (x¡>x')- Out con-

clusion follows from this.

Theorem 7.1. Let tEE®yF be represented by (7.3) and If by (7.5) and

(7.2). Then, the series in

(7.7) ¿|*|*-z
¿=i

represents an element zE F, and \\z\\ ^ 7(f).

Proof. We first show that z belongs to F by means of an indirect argument.

With the help of the expressions (7.6) for the x/s and with a sequence

x'i,x'2,---,x'iEF',¡ x'i I á 1, (*» *i> — II *•!, we write formally

2 = Z  H(vJ>y'¡)(uPxí)yi
j-\  .=1

(7.8)

;=i

where

(7.9) wi-Í>*tf> <»***>#
{-1

Now since the series in the equation i>; = £,=i(ty,yi)y, converges uncondi-

tionally, it follows from the properties of unconditionally convergent series

(see in particular [4, top of p. 59]), that the series in (7.9) converges un-

conditionally. This is because the series in (7.9) is obtained from the series
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for Vj, by multiplying each term by {u¡, x[), and these numbers are bounded.

It now follows from the fact that the norm of P is basic with respect to ti,

that \w¡\ á ||"/|| IKII- From this and (7.4) it follows that the series XAi1^;

converges absolutely. Hence zEF and ||z|| z% y it). Now the ith "Fourier"

coefficient of z, (z,yi) = ^JLy (vj,y¡)(uj,x¡) = {Xi,x¡) = ||x¿||. Consequently z

is represented by (7.7). This completes the proof of our theorem.

We now rephrase Theorem 7.1 in the form in which it will be usually

applied.

Theorem 7.2. A necessary condition in order for a transformation U:

E'—>F, represented by (7.2), to be nuclear is that 2^¿li| Jc,-|y¡ be the "Fourier"

expansion of an element zEF.

Theorem 7.2 does not by any means solve completely the problem of

characterizing nuclear transformations among compact transformations,

even in the case when P has an unconditional Schauder basis. Little is

known about this problem despite Grothendieck's simple representation

(7.3) for elements of E®yF. The only infinite dimensional case that seems

to be well understood, thanks to the work of Schatten [15], is that in which

both P and P are Hubert spaces, since then nuclear transformations are

trace operators. These are simple easily constructed transformations. Theo-

rem 7.2 actually raises a new set of questions, two of which we discuss in

this paper. The first is: Can the theorem be used to construct transforma-

tions which are compact but not nuclear in cases where the representation

(7.3) does not reveal such transformations? The answer is "yes" and we

devote the rest of this section to the question. The second question is: Is

the condition proved necessary in Theorem 7.2 also sufficient? The answer

is "no." We devote the next section to that problem. Let us turn now to

the first question for the special case P = CiS).

We have seen that CiS) ®x P is the space of all compact linear transforma-

tions U: C'iS) —> F that are continuous with respect to the weak* topology

of C'iS) and the weak topology of P. But CiS)®xF is also dS,F) (§2).

If /E CiS, F) corresponds to U under this identification, then for p E C'iS),

(7.10) Up = jfis)du.

The basis of P yields the following expansion for /

(7.11) /(s)=i>,(s)y,
¡=1

where #,(s) E CiS) and s ES. Now corresponding to Theorem 7.2 we have

Corollary 7.1. A necessary condition for fECiS,F) to belong to CiS)

®y F is that the relation
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(7.12) z = ¿l*.-|-y¡
1-1

be the "Fourier" expansion of an element zEF.

Let us now consider a special case of interest. Let P = C(S). Also let R

be a compact Hausdorff space. We know that we can identify the space

C(SxR) with C[S,C(R)]. Let the function fEC[S,C(R)] correspond to

fEC(SxR) under this identification. Thus for each s ES, f(s) is the

element of C(R) which has the value f(s,r) at rE R-

Corollary 7.2. Suppose that R is a compact Hausdorff space and that

v is non-negative regular Borel measure on R so that L2(v) is separable. Let

\pu\(/2, ■■■ be an orthonormal basis of L2(v) consisting of continuous functions.

Then a necessary condition for a function f G C(S X P) to belong to C(S)

®yC(R) is that the expansion

(7.13) /(s,r)=2>;(s)fc(r),
;=i

4>iG C(S) and (s,r) ESX R, satisfy

(7.14) ¿|*.-||2-<+».
i=i

Proof. If / belongs to C(S) ®y C(R) it has an expansion

(7.15) /(s,r)=¿oJ(s)r,;(r),
i-i

where £f=ilK'IUKIU < + °°. From this it follows that U/Li|0,|UlklU
< + oo, and that f E O(S) ®yL2(„). This and Corollary 7.1 imply (7.14).

The importance of Corollary 7.2 is that it gives information about C(S)

®yC(R) even when neither C(S) nor C(R) has an unconditional Schauder

basis. In particular, if S = R = I = [0,1], it has been asked by various

persons if it is possible to find concrete examples of functions belonging

to C(IXl) but not to C(I)®yC(I). Corollary 7.2 makes it possible to

give such examples. Let Ix,I2, ■•■ be an infinite sequence of mutually dis-

joint subintervals of /, each subinterval having positive length. Let us

assume, for simplicity, that I¡ is the open interval (l/(i+ 1), 1/i). Let 0,

G C(I) be a function vanishing outside of /,, and such that ^f=i||</>¿|Ü

= + 00, but 11$,|| „ —>0. It is possible, in this case, to choose the continuous

orthonormal functions tufa, • ■ -, such that ||^¡|| „ < k for some fixed k > 0.

Then the function / given by (7.13) belongs to C(I X I) but does not

satisfy (7.14).
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8. ÍÍ-nuclear transformations. In this section we turn to the second of

the two questions asked towards the end of §7, namely, is the necessary

condition of Theorem 7.2 also sufficient? To this end we introduce a term

describing those transformations that satisfy that condition. Our basic as-

sumptions are still that Q — \yi,y[ \ defines an unconditional Schauder basis

for F and that the norm of F is basic with respect to fi. Let Í7: P' —» F be

a bounded linear transformation which is continuous with respect to the

weak* topology of E' and the weak topology of P. We say that U is an

Q-nuclear transformation if the representation, for x' E E',

(8.1) Ux'= Í(xl,x')yl
¿=i

discussed in §7, has the property that the relation

(8-2) zu=¿\\xi\\yi
¡=i

is the "Fourier" expansion of an element ZuEF. See §7 for motivation.

If U is an Í2-nuclear transformation let u(U) =||zy|| ^ || U\\. A routine

argument shows that the set of all Q-nuclear transformations is a vector

subspace of izf(E',F) and is a Banach space under the norm w.

If £GF®F, then If is an i2-nuclear transformation by Theorem 7.2.

We again let w(t) = u(lf). We see immediately that y ^ w ^ X. Consequently

w is a cross norm and defines a complete tensor product E ®„ F. If t E E ®„ F,

then clearly If is an fi-nuclear transformation. Conversely every fi-nuclear

transformation U: E' —> F is of the form If, ££P®„F, for if U is repre-

sented by (8.1), satisfying (8.2), let Un: E' -» F be defined, for x' EE, by

(8.3) t/s*' = ¿(*¡,*'>y¿.
¡=i

Then i/„ = Í/S for tn = ^Uxxt® y¡ and w(U- Un) = || (EF-n+Axt\\yù || -»0.

Hence E®aF can be isometrically identified with the space of all ft-nuclear

transformations. In particular, every Q-nuclear transformation is compact.

We say that F is Q-nuclear if, for every Banach space P, every S2-nuclear

transformation U: E' —> F is nuclear, that is, of the form  If, t E E ®T F.

Two examples may clarify the situation. If both E and F are the same

separable Hubert space H, Ü defines an orthonormal basis yx,y2, ■•• of H,

and U:H—>H, under a suitable identification of H and H', we can easily

see that in the representation (8.1), we have x¡ = U*y¡, for every i where

U* is the adjoint operator of U. Hence (8.2) becomes

(8.4) ¿II £/*><.||2 < + ~.
¿=i
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We easily recognize (8.4) as the definition of the Schmidt class of Schatten

[15, Definition 5.1, p. 73]. Hence for Hubert spaces our notion of fi-nuclear

transformations reduces to that of Schmidt operators, and co(L0 reduces

to the Schmidt norm. Thus H®aH is the Schmidt class. Since it is well

known that not every Schmidt operator is nuclear (of the trace class, in

the terminology of Schatten) we see that Hilbert spaces are not fi-nuclear

if fi defines an orthonormal basis.

Our next example concerns P = ly and fi the standard biorthogonal system.

P is an arbitrary Banach space. In this case (8.2) becomes

(8.5) ¿||x,.|| < + ».
¡=i

Consequently, if U is an fi-nuclear transformation, then U = U, where

t = ¿,=i x¡ ® y¡, ¿> 11| x¡ || || y i II = £f_y | JCil < + «. Hence tEE®yF, and U
is nuclear. Therefore ly is fi-nuclear. In this section we show that ly is es-

sentially the only fi-nuclear space.

We can now answer the question that motivated this section. Theorem

7.2 states, in our new terminology, that a necessary condition for a bounded

linear transformation U: E' —> P, which is continuous with respect to the

weak* topology of P' and the weak topology of P, to be nuclear is that it

be fi-nuclear. It is sufficient for all such transformations into P if and only

if P is fi-nuclear, hence not sufficient in general, since not all spaces F are

fi-nuclear with respect to every fi defining an unconditional Schauder basis

for P. We have shown separable Hilbert space to be an exception.

The space -S^(P, F') has a rather simple structure if F is fi-nuclear. The

next lemma gives a description of ¿fiE,F'). We now lay the grounds for

its proof. As in §7, we have E®,F= E®yF isometrically. Under our present

assumption that P is fi-nuclear, we also have

(8.6) P®„P= E®rF= E®yF,

where the first equality for the moment represents merely an algebraic iso-

morphism. However, from y }z u and the fact that all spaces involved are

complete relative to their respective norms, it follows with the help of the

open mapping theorem that co and y are equivalent norms. It then follows

that there exists a positive number A so that, for every t E P®„P we have

(8.7) yiOèàuit).

Let now T:E—>F'. T has a representation similar to the representation

(8.1) for U: E' -* F. There exist elements x[, x2,---EE' so that(3) for every

xEE,

( ) The star represents, as in §6, the weak* convergence of the series in question.
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(8.8) Tx = *Y,{x,x[)y.
¡=i

Lemma 8.1. 27 P is 9,-nuclear then for every Banach space E and every

bounded linear transformation T:E-^>F', the representation (8.8) of T has

the property that the equation

(8.9) z'=*Z\\xi\\y
¡=1

defines an element z' EF'.

Proof. Suppose that P is fi-nuclear, and let T: E —> P' be a bounded linear

transformation represented by (8.8). Let yEF. Then y has the expansion

(8.10) y = Z(y,yi)y,
¿=i

Let us also consider a sequence Sf: Xy, x2, ■ ■ ■, with x¡EE, \\x¡\\ ¡SI. With

the pair y,^we associate a bounded linear transformation Uy¡¡/\ E'—>P

defined, for every x' E E', by

(8.11) Uy,yx' = Z(xi,x')(y,y¡)yi.

From the unconditional convergence of the series in (8.10) and the fact

that the sequence S/ is bounded it follows that 2^f= y \ x¡ \\ | (y,y,')|y¿ con-

verges unconditionally. Hence Uy¿> is fi-nuclear. Then from our hypothesis

we conclude that Uy,</ is nuclear and there exists tyjy- EE®yF so that

Uy,y = U>^   .
Let us return now to T. From the duality theorem for E®yF (see §2),

there exists t'TE iE®yF)', for which the following computations are justified.

(ty,y,t'T) = ¿ (xi,xi) (y,y'i) z% \\ T||7(ty,.y)

(8.12)
áA|TMí>.>)áA||TUy|.

Since Sf is arbitrary except for the restriction that ||x¡|| g 1, we see that

the sign of each (xlt x[) may be chosen arbitrarily. Hence, from (8.12) we have

(8.13) ¿]<*¡,*on<y,yí>| áA|TTf|y|.

Again, because of our free choice of Sf we deduce that
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(8.14) ¿Klll<y,yí>l £|T||y|.
i-l

Hence (8.9) defines an element z' E F'.

Theorem 8.1. The space F is ü-nuclear if and only if Q defines an absolute

Schauder basis for P.

Proof. If Í2 defines an absolute Schauder basis for P, then P is essentially

ii, and Í2 corresponds to the standard biorthogonal system. It follows from

our discussion of lx above that P is Q-nuclear.

Conversely, suppose that F is Q-nuclear. The identity mapping J: F' —> F'

has a representation

(8.15) Jx'=*¿(y„x')yí,
¿=i

corresponding to (8.8). Consequently, by Lemma 8.1, 2'= *X°-iM G P'.

Now, for any y = £f=i(y,yi).v, E P Z^'=i| <y,y.')|y. also converges to an

element S G P. Now (z,z') = ^2r=i\(y,yi)\ < + °° ■ Hence Q defines an ab-

solute Schauder basis.

We have thus characterized fi-nuclear spaces. The next corollary gives

an application of Lemma 8.1 to obtain a concrete representation of the

general bounded linear transformation of P into /„. No doubt this is a

known result, although we know of no specific reference.

Corollary 8.1. There is an isometric isomorphism of Jz^(P,/„) onto the

space L(P') of all bounded sequences S^= \xx,x2, ■■• }, x[EE', where

ll-S^Ha, is defined as sup, || x,'||, in such a way that if Sf T El ~(E') corresponds

to TE ¿f(E,lJ) under this isomorphism, then, for every xEE,

(8.16) Tx=((x,x[),(x,x'2),...),

where {x{,x2, ■■ ■ } = SST.

Proof. Since lx is an fi-nuclear space with respect to the usual il, any

bounded linear transformation T: E~>l[ = lœ has a representation (8.8)

satisfying the condition embodied in (8.9). In this case the fact that z'

(in Lemma 8.1) belongs to L, means that the sequence SfT= {x[,x2, ■■•}

is bounded. Equation (8.8) becomes (8.16). That in this case ||54|| = || P||

follows quickly from (8.16), henoe the correspondence T—>.S^ris isometric.

It is clearly onto. This completes the proof.

From the general relation Lx(ß, E) = Lx(p) ®y E (see §2), it follows that

the space l\(E) of absolutely summable P-sequences, with its natural norm,

is lx®yE. These considerations and Corollary 8.1 yield immediately the

following corollary.
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Corollary 8.2. There is an isometric isomorphism expressed by the following

equation:

(8.17) l[(E) = L(E')

in such a way that if ¿^represents the sequence {xx, x2, ■ • • j E h(E) and ¿f'

the sequence \x[,x'2, ■ ■-\E L{E') then

(8.18) <^">«¿v*i,*i>-
¿=i
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